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Current transport along the †001‡ axis of YBCO in low-temperature superconductor—
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The electrophysical properties of heterojunctions several microns in size, obtained by successive
deposition of the metal-oxide high-temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3Ox , a normal
metal Au, and the low-temperature superconductor Nb, were studied experimentally. Current
flows in the @001# direction of the epitaxial YBa2Cu3Ox film. It is shown, by comparing the
experimental data with existing theoretical calculations, that for the experimentally realizable
transmittances (D̄5102521026) of the YBa2Cu3Ox—normal metal boundary the critical current
of the entire heterostructure is low~of the order of the fluctuation current! because of a
sharp change in the amplitude of the potential of the superconducting carriers at this boundary.
The current–voltage characteristics of the heterostructure studied correspond to tunnel
junctions consisting of a superconductor withdx22y2 type symmetry of the superconducting wave
function and a normal metal. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~99!02012-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently many properties of HTSCs are being estima
using ad-type wave function for the superconducting car
ers. Specifically, this model explains the magnetic field
pendence of the critical current in bimetallic two-junctio
SQUIDs consisting of YBa2Cu3Ox ~YBCO! and Pd1 and the
spontaneous excitation of magnetic flux quanta in HT
structures with three bicrystalline boundaries.2 At the same
time, experiments on electron tunneling in thec direction in
HTSCs give contradictory results. On the one hand,
HTSC—low-temperature superconductor (s-type supercon-
ducting wave function! junctions there is no critical curren
for junctions in thec direction,3–5 which agrees well with the
theory of junctions consisting of superconductors with
d-type wave function for the superconducting carriers and
s-superconductor. On the other hand, an appreciable cri
current, whose amplitude varies nonmonotonically as a fu
tion of the magnetic and microwave fields nonmonotonica
as predicted for junctions withs-superconductors, has bee
observed in a number of experiments.6–8 To explain the ex-
periments of Refs. 6–8, it has been conjectured tha
yttrium-group HTSC materials a mixture of superconduct
s- and d-type carriers arises because of the orthorhom
nature of these materials, and diffuse scattering near
boundary or twinning of HTSC films results in a larger co
tribution from thes component.9,10 We note that an estimat
of the parameters of the Pb/~Au,Ag!/YBCO structures inves-
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tigated in Refs. 6–8 gives transmittancesD5102721029,
averaged over the directions of the moments, for the barr
of the HTSC—normal metal barriers with quite large jun
tion areas,S50.121 mm2.

In the present paper we report the results of an exp
mental investigation of current flow ins-supercon-
ductor—normal metal—HTSC heterojunctions, fabricated
successive deposition of YBCO, a normal metal~ordinarily
Au!, and Nb, with much smaller areas (S'838 mm2) and
higher transmittance (102521026) of the YBCO—normal
metal boundary. The experimental data are analyzed f
two standpoints: on the basis of the isotropic theory os
superconductivity and from the standpoint of the mode
theory, which assumes ad-type wave function in the super
conductor YBCO film.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND EXPERIMENTAL
SAMPLES

The junctions were prepared by using the sequence
operations shown in Fig. 1. First, the epitaxial YBCO film
were grown either by laser ablation or using cathodic sp
tering in a diode configuration with dc current and high ox
gen pressure. During YBCO film growth, a temperatu
700– 800 °C was maintained and the pure oxygen pres
was 0.3–1 mbar for laser ablation and 3 mbar for catho
sputtering. Neodymium gallate with~110! orientation or the
r plane of sapphire with a CeO2 buffer layer was used as th
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Sequence for the preparation of HTSC–norm
metal–superconductor heterostructures: a! deposition of
a trilayer heterostructure Nb/Au/YBCO; b! formation of
a region of the heterojunction using ionic etching;!
deposition of the insulator CeO2 to prevent contacts with
YBCO in the basal plane; d! fabrication of an Au electric
layout; e! top view of the fabricated heterostructures.
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substrate. Epitaxial YBCO films, 100–150 nm thick, withc
orientation and the following superconducting paramete
measured by the resistive method, were obtained: 1! the criti-
cal temperature at which the resistance of the film depos
on a 535 mm2 substrate is zero,Tc f584289 K; 2! the
width of the superconducting transition~determined at the
levels 0.9 and 0.1 times the resistance of the film at the o
of the transition into the superconducting state!, DTc50.5
21 K; 3! the ratio of the resistances at temperatures 30
and 100 K,r300 K/r100 K'2.8. The number of 0.3–1mm in
diameter particles on the surface of the YBCO film, whi
are caused by the formation of different phases of YBCO
well as Y, Ba, and Cu oxides, was;106 cm22. Evidence of
the high quality of the YBCO films fabricated is the sma
width of the ~005! x-ray peak of YBCO, FWHM~005!
'0.2°, for u/2u scanning with 0.15mm film thickness.

A thin, 20 nm thick, layer of normal metal~Au, Ag, Pt!
was deposited at 100 °C immediately after the YBCO fil
using either laser ablation or high-frequency cathodic sp
tering ~Fig. 1a!. Next, a 100–150 nm thick Nb layer wa
deposited on a water-cooled substrate by a magnetron
thodic sputtering. The critical temperature of the superc
ducting transition in Nb films was 9.1–9.2 K. Niobium
used as the low-temperature superconductor because it
not enter into a solid-phase chemical reaction with Au. W
note that in the experiments of Refs. 4–7, where Pb is u
a superconducting alloy of Au and Pb can form.
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In the trilayer heterostructure obtained, photolithograp
and ion and plasma-chemical etchings were used to f
regions of heterojunctions which during photolithograp
were fixed on sections with the minimum number of partic
on the surface of the YBCO films~Fig. 1b!. To prevent elec-
trical contact in the basal~a–b! plane of the YBCO film, the
lateral region of the junction was insulated with a CuO2 layer
with a central window with the dimensionsS5838 mm2

~Fig. 1c!. At the final stage explosion lithography was us
to form junction areas and Au wiring in the form of tw
stripes, which enable separated input of current and volt
to the top electrode Nb~Figs. 1d, e!. The geometry used fo
the gold contacts~see Fig. 1! makes it possible to investigat
the electrophysical properties of Nb/Au/YBCO structures
the YBCO film in the superconducting state. More than
Nb/normal metal/YBCO samples, where Au, Ag, and
were used as the normal metal, were prepared. In the pre
paper the results of investigations performed on nine Nb/
YBCO samples, in which the variance of the characteris
resistancesRNS (RN is the differential resistance, measure
for V.20 mV) of the boundaries at liquid-helium temper
ture did not exceed a factor of 4~see Table I!.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The dependences of the resistancesR of the heterojunc-
tions on the temperatureT and 4mm wide the test bridges
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consisting of YBCO films placed on the same substrate, w
1–5 mA bias currents and their current-voltage characte
tics ~IVCs! in the temperature 4.2–300 K were measur
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences for one o
substrates. At temperaturesT.Tc f metallic behavior of
R(T) is observed, i.e., the resistance decreases with temp
ture, as is characteristic for ac-oriented YBCO film with
current flow in the basal plane of YBCO. As a rule,Tc f of
the bridges and heterojunctions was less than the cri
temperature of YBCO films, measured immediately after
trilayer heterostructure was prepared. The degradation o
superconducting properties of the film is evidently due to
decrease in the amount of oxygen during ionic etching. T
inset in Fig. 2 shows the functionR(T) for a heterojunction
at temperaturesT,Tc f , demonstrating that the resistance
the heterojunction increases as temperature decreases
value of R(T) at temperaturesT,Tc f depends on the cur
rent. This attests to a nonlinear current dependence of
differential resistanceRd of the heterojunction.

A family of curves ofRd versus the voltageV at various
temperatures is shown in Fig. 3. It is evident thatRd(0)
increases asT decreases. This growth is reflected in an
crease of the resistanceR(T) ~Fig. 2!. The nonlinearity ob-
served in the IVC in the temperature range 72 K,T,84 K is
due to the destruction of the superconductivity of the YBC
film. The functionRd(V) increases. This is due to the sy
tematic destruction of superconductivity in sections of
YBCO electrode as the currentI increases. We note that th

TABLE I. Electrophysical parameters of superconductor structures m
sured atT54.2 K.

Sample Rd(0), V RN , V RNS, 1026 V•cm2 Rd(0)/RN D̄, 1026

P9J2 12.2 7.0 4.5 1.7 4.8
P9J3 9.8 6.0 3.8 1.6 5.6
P10J2 10.5 5.9 3.8 1.8 5.6
P10J3 10.6 5.9 3.8 1.80 5.6
P11J2 4.9 4.2 2.7 1.2 7.9
P11J3 5.2 3.6 2.3 1.4 9.3
P12J2 2.4 2.0 1.3 1.2 16.7
P13J2 7.2 3.5 2.2 2.1 9.5
P13J3 7.5 6.6 4.2 1.1 5.1

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the heterostructu
of a 4 mm wide bridge arranged on the same substrate. Inset:R(T), on an
enlarged scale, of the heterojunction at temperaturesT,Tc , where the re-
sistance of the YBCO film is zero.
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junction resistance atT'Tc f is somewhat higher than th
asymptotic resistanceRN , measured forV.20 mV andT
!Tc f .

The results of the measurements of the electrophys
parameters of several samples, prepared by the same me
are presented in Table I. The resistanceRNS of the boundary
at T54.2 K makes it possible to estimate the average~over
the direction of the momentum of the quasiparticles! bound-
ary transmittance, which we shall employ below,11 as

D̄5
2p2\3

e2pF
2

1

RNS
5

2rYBCOl YBCO

3RNS
,

wherepF is the smallest value of the Fermi momentum f
YBCO or Au.11 The values of the transmittance of th
boundaries of the fabricated structures forrYBCOl YBCO'3.2
310211V•cm2 ~Ref. 4! are also presented in Table I.

Test samples with bilayer heterostructures Au/YBC
Nb/YBCO, and Au/Nb, fabricated using a technology wi
the same conditions as for the formation of the experime
Nb/Au/YBCO heterostructures, were also investigated. T
resistancesRNS of these boundaries measured at liqu
nitrogen temperature areRNS(Au/YBCO);1028 V•cm2,
RNS(Au/Nb);10212V•cm2, and RNS(Nb/YBCO)
;1024 V•cm2. Here the series resistance of the YBCO fil
for Tc f,77 K was taken into account. Comparing the
quantities with the data presented in Table I, it is evident t
the resistance of the Au/Nb boundary can be neglected,
the resistance of the Au/YBCO boundary, which increa
when Nd is deposited on top of Au, probably, because of
interaction of Nb with YBCO, makes the main contributio
to the resistance of the experimental heterojunctions.
resistance of a direct Nb/YBCO contact is very large. Mo
likely, the increase in the contact resistance is due to
displacement of oxygen out of the YBCO film into the N
which has good gettering characteristics, deposited on
We note that the oxygen mobility in thea–b planes of
YBCO is much higher than in thec direction.

Figure 4 shows the surface of a bilayer Au/YBCO he
erostructure, measured with an atomic-force microscope.
evident that its surface consists of Au granules separate
;1 mm. The subsequently deposited Nb film covers the s
face of the Au granules, where a good electric contact w
the YBCO film is created, and forms a direct contact w

a-

and

FIG. 3. Family of curves of the differential resistance of the heterojunct
at various temperatures versus voltage. The scale along the resistanc
for Rd(V) at T591 K is shown on the right-hand side.
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FIG. 4. Three-dimensional image of the surface of a bilay
heterostructure Au/YBCO. The image was obtained with
atomic-force microscope.
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YBCO, where, as a result of a decrease in the amoun
oxygen in the basal planes, the contact resistance is m
higher. This could be the reason why the resistance of
trilayer heterostructure Nb/Au/YBCO is higher than that o
bilayer Au/YBCO heterostructure.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental trilayer heterostructure can be rep
sented as Nb/Au/YBCO granules connected in parallel
sections of direct contact of Nb and YBCO via pores in t
Au film. Since the characteristic resistance of the Nb/YBC
boundary is several orders of magnitude greater thanRNS of
the trilayer heterostructure Nb/Au/YBCO, and the surfa
area of the granules and pores, according to our estim
differ severalfold~see Fig. 4!, current flows mainly through
the boundary of Nb/Au/YBCO granules. A trilayer Nb/Au
YBCO heterostructure can be described by the model sh
in Fig. 5; a 100–150 nm superconducting YBCO electro
(Sd) with critical superconducting transition temperatu
Tc f587 K; a 1–3 nm YBCO (Sd8) layer with an oxygen
deficit and therefore disrupted superconducting propertie
10–20 nm thick layer of normal metal~Au!; a 100–150 nm
thick superconducting Nb (Ss) electrode withTc59.2 K. A
similar model has been proposed in Ref. 4 to estimate
electrophysical parameters of the system Pb/Au/YBCO.

First, we shall estimate the change in the supercond
ing order parameter in Nb as a result of the contact with A
Since the measured value of the boundary resistance is
small, it can be assumed that the superconducting Gre
function, characterizing the amplitude of the interaction p
tential F of the superconducting carriers and its derivat
with respect to the coordinatex are continuous at the bound
ary. Using the calculations of Refs. 12 and 13, we find t
the superconducting order parameterD1 of Nb at the Nb/Au
of
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boundary is somewhat less than its equilibrium valueDNb in
the interior volume of the film and isD1 /e'560mV. For
estimates, the following values of the electrophysical para
eters of Nb and Au were used atT54.2 K: rNbl Nb54
310212V•cm2, jNb50.7331026 cm, vF

Nb533107 cm/s,
Tc0

Nb59.2 K and rAul Au58310212V•cm2, jAu51026 cm,
andvF

Au51.43108 cm/s, wherevF
Nb,Au is the Fermi velocity

andl Nb,Au is the mean-free path length in Nb and Au, respe
tively.

Let us estimate the change in the order parameter at
YBCO/Au boundary. We assume that as a result of the
teraction of YBCO and Nb, a superconducting surface la
Sd8 of the order of 3 nm thick with critical temperatur
less than 4 K is formed.4 Assuming that the coherence leng
of Sd8 differs negligibly from jc2YBCO and is jS

d8
55

31028 cm and that the resistivity increases by an ord
of magnitude4—from rc2YBCO51024 V•cm2 to rS

d8
51

31023 V•cm2, we obtain that at the Au/YBCO boundar

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the distribution of the order parameter~solid
line! and the amplitude of the pair potential~dashed lines! in a direction
perpendicular to the surface of an Nb/Au/YBCO heterostructure.
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the order parameter decreases on the YBCO side decre
by a factor of approximately 100,D28/e'140mV. A poten-
tial barrier with low transmittance,D̄;1026, is present at
the Au/YBCO boundary. This barrier decreasesD2 by an-
other factor ofD̄, D25D28D̄. Here we used the theoretica
estimates, which are strictly applicable for superconduc
with s-type pairing. However, as the calculations of Refs.
and 14 show, the character of the change in the order pa
eter at the boundary of ad superconductor with a norma
metal or insulator does not differ much from a junction w
an s superconductor for orientations of the normal to thed
superconductor along the principal crystallographic axes

As a result, we can estimate the amplitude of the sup
conducting current through the entire structure by using
model of a superconductor—normal metal—supercondu
(Sd8NS) junction, on the boundaries of whose weak sect
the values of the order parameters are known:D2 /e
'0.004mV and D1 /e'560mV. In what follows, we shall
employ the theory developed forS2N2S junctions. The
thickness of theN layer is of the order of the coherenc
length, so that the change in the superconducting order
rameter in the interlayer can be neglected. As a result,
product of the critical currentI c by RN at low temperature is
I cRN'A(D1D2)/e50.09mV. Taking account of the resis
tance of the heterojunctions (RN510V), we obtain that the
critical current of the structureI c'0.009mA is less than the
fluctuation currentI f51 mA of the measuring system an
does not affect the experiment even if YBCO contains
mixture ofd ands components of the superconducting ord
parameter and the number ofs components is greater tha
the number ofd components. For pured pairing, the super-
conducting current for flow along thec direction in YBCO
must be zero because of the type of symmetry of the su
conducting order parameter. To estimate the critical curr
we assumed that the large width of the potential barrier~sev-
eral coherence lengths! prevents direct tunneling of the su
perconducting current through the barrier. We note that
have considered quite strong suppression of the order pa
eter at the YBCO boundary because of degradation of
superconducting parameters of the HTSC film. Howev
even in the absence of suppression of the order paramet
the surface layer of YBCO,D1 /e514 mV, the critical cur-
rent of the heterojunctions Nb/Au/YBCO will once again
comparable to the fluctuation current because of the decr
in the order parameter on the low-transmittance barrier.

The finite critical current, observed in a number
works,6–8 in Pb~Au,Ag!/YBCO heterostructures with a muc
larger value ofRNS and large junction areas could be due
the fact that treatment of the YBCO electrode with a solut
of bromine and alcohol, as was done in these works, op
up the basal planes of YBCO, the transmittance of wh
boundaries with a normal metal or ordinary superconduc
is three orders of magnitude higher than in thec direction
(RabSab!RcSc). Ultimately, the superconducting curre
flows along the contacts to the basal plane of YBCO, and
normal resistance is determined by parallel connection of
resistances of the boundaries along thec and in the basa
plane. In our case current flow is impeded in the direction
ses
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the basal plane along the Nb/YBCO junctions, most like
because of substantial displacement of oxygen out of YB
into Nb.

It is important that lead can react with Au, forming
superconducting alloy. Then, the Pb/Au/YBCO structu
contains a superconductor instead of a layer of normal me
This is confirmed by the appearance of gap features of l
in the IVCs6–8 at sufficiently low temperatures (T51.2 K).

A new explanation of the experimental data on the flo
of a superconducting current through low-temperat
superconductor—HTSC junctions was proposed recently
has been shown theoretically15 that a strong spin-orbit inter
action, which is observed in Pb/Ag structures, intensifies
perconducting current flow through a barrier. Replacem
of Pb by an Al- or Nb-type superconductor decreases
spin-orbit interaction, and the superconducting current
creases as a result.

Let us discuss the dependencesRd(V) for heterojunc-
tions as a function of temperature in the range 4.2–100
~Fig. 3!. For T!Tc the IVC as a whole corresponds to he
erojunctions of the type superconductor—insulator—norm
metal (S2I 2N): There is a location whereRd increases at
low voltages. However, the feature onRd(V) that is due to
the gap in YBCO is not observed in the experiment. T
corresponds to a junction with a superconductor with gap
superconductivity, including with d-type supercon-
ductivity.14,16,17 According to the calculations performed i
Ref. 14, the feature ateV'D in the density of states of ad
superconductor gives a logarithmic dependenceRd} ln(T),
ln(ueVu2uDu), subjected to strong temperature broaden
just as for a gaplesss superconductor. We note that fors
superconductors with a gap a power-law divergence is
servedRd}T21/2 ((eV)22D2)21/2. The features in the form
of changes inRd(V) at voltagesV,2 mV due to the nio-
bium gap have virtually no effect in our experiment, and w
did not study them in detail.

For s-type symmetry of the order parameter in a sup
conductor at low temperatures,kT!D, the number of ex-
cited quasiparticles decreases exponentially with temp
ture. Therefore the resistance increases proportion
Rd(0)}(2D/T).17 In a superconductor withd-type pairing,
the presence of nodes with a zero order parameter mak
possible to excite a quasiparticle even at very low tempe
ture, T!D. As a result,Rd(0) grows more slowly as tem
perature decreases.14 As one can see in the inset in Fig.
nearly linear growth ofRd(0) with decreasingT is observed
in the experiment. The dependenceRd(V) is quadratic asV
→0, which agrees qualitatively with calculations for ad
superconductor.14

One of the most surprising features of superconduc
with d-type pairing is the appearance of two types of bou
states, which, as a rule, are not observed ins-super-
conductors.17 Surface states with low energies at the boun
ary of thed superconductor with an insulator are due to t
change in sign of the order parameter at the Fermi surface
quasiparticles reflected from the boundary.16,17 The super-
conducting parameter for ad-type superconducting wav
function changes sign with a 90° circuit around thec axis.
Since the direction of the momentum of a quasiparti
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changes on mirror reflection from a boundary, bound sta
arise at zero energies because of Andreev reflection.
leads to the appearance of a dip inRd(V) at smallV, as is
observed experimentally for a transport current in the@110#
direction in a YBCO film~see Refs. 6–8, 18, and 19!. In our
case, the contribution of such quasiparticles is small beca
the normal to the boundary is oriented along one of the p
cipal crystallographic directions in YBCO. For mirro
reflected quasiparticles, there is no Andreev reflection
cause the phases of the order parameter are the sam
incident and reflected quasiparticles.

An additional mechanism was recently predicted th
retically for the appearance of bound states due to the
pression of the order parameter of ad-superconductor for
orientations of the normal with respect to the boundary d
ferent from the principal crystallographic axes or for diffu
reflection at a boundary with an insulator.17 These states ar
observed at energies different from zero, and estimate
Ref. 17 show that they are more stable with respect to
quality of the boundary. The appearance of bound sta
should be observed in the dependencesRd(V) as a decrease
of Rd for eVr of the order of the gap in the
d-superconductor, and in addition the ratioeVr /D depends
on the angle between the normal and the crystallograp
axes of thed-superconductor. The condition for the existen
of bound states with nonzero energy is suppression of
order parameter near the boundary. This occurs in our
periment because of the degradation of the superconduc
properties of the surface. Indeed, in all samples we obs
features atVr515 mV, whereVr is virtually temperature-
independent.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, heterojunctions with dimensions
several microns, obtained by successive deposition
YBCO, Au, and Nb, with transport current flowing in YBCO
along thec axis were fabricated and studied experimenta
The transmittances of the heterostructures, as estimated
the resistance of the junctions, are two orders of magnit
greater than the existing experimental data, and the area
the heterojunctions are much smaller. The IVCs of the h
erojunctions with resistances differing from one another b
factor of 4 were investigated. Estimates based on the p
imity effect showed that the absence of a critical current
heterojunctions is probably due to a decrease in the am
tude of the potential of the superconducting carriers at
Au/YBCO boundary. The curves of the differential res
tance of the heterojunctions versus the voltage are simila
s
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the case ofS2I 2N junctions with a gapless superconducto
specifically, the absence of a YBCO gap feature could a
correspond tod-type superconductivity, specifically, to th
presence of nodes of the order parameter as the directio
the momentum of the quasiparticles changes by 45°.
dependence ofRd(0) on T also corresponds to ad-type su-
perconductor.
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